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A boundary condition for lattice Boltzmann methods, based on the movement of information through Euler
characteristic directions, is developed. With respect to the similar conditions used in finite-difference or finite-
volume implementations, some corrections are needed to compensate the isothermal compressible nature of
standard lattice Boltzmann methods for fluid flow. The results show that the proposed method for inlets and
outlets is highly nonreflecting, and mass conserving.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lattice Boltzmann �LB� method solves the isothermal
compressible Navier-Stokes equation in the incompressible
and continuous limit �low Mach and Knudsen numbers� �1�.
It has been successfully used to reproduce the incompressible
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in a variety of con-
figurations, even those with a complex coupling of physical
and chemical processes �2�. It has been extensively shown
that the choice of initial and boundary conditions influence
the accuracy of the method �3,4�. However, even if the spu-
rious behaviors of these conditions in the form of small nu-
merical waves �wiggles� and initial layers are suppressed, it
is still necessary to formulate a mechanism to treat the physi-
cal waves generated in the bulk of the fluid �5,6�.

When solving the fluid flow with compressible solvers,
the presence of open boundaries close to vortex or pressure
wave generation zones requires a mechanism for modeling
the far-field environment, so that the truncation of the physi-
cal domain does not bear an influence on the behavior of the
process. LB methods are compressible in nature, albeit only
slightly; they have been, in fact, used to compute sound gen-
eration �7�. The correct truncation of the domain becomes a
more serious problem for complex flows, e.g., turbulent
combustion with acoustic coupling �8�. Additionally, this
problem is related to the well-posedness of the boundary
conditions. And, further, it is necessary to guarantee not only
a good behavior in terms of wave suppression, but also a
correct preservation of the order of the method �9�.

The techniques for artificial boundary modeling may be
classified in two main groups �10�: Characteristic boundary
conditions and absorbing layers. We suggest that some sort
of these nonreflecting boundaries should be applied for most
of the simulations with LB methods, including those where it
is desired to recover the incompressible solution. However,
the standard LB equation is thermodynamically inconsistent
�11� and some considerations must be taken into account to
overcome this drawback; for example, different kinds of en-

ergy conserving methods can be used �11,12�. In this paper
we propose a formulation of a characteristic boundary con-
dition for the standard LB method �13� which is based on the
characteristics of the Euler equations and their extension to
the Navier-Stokes ones; these are the so-called Navier-Stokes
characteristic boundary condition �NS-CBC�, developed by
Poinsot and Lele �9�.

II. LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD

We use a two-dimensional LB method �D2Q9� for sim-
plicity, with a multi-relaxation-time �MRT� collision operator
�14�. The extension to three dimensions and the use of other
collision operators do not need additional considerations.
The evolution equation for the velocity distribution functions
f is

f�xi + ei�t,t + �t� − f�xi,t� = − M−1 · S · �m�xi,t� − meq�xi,t�� ,

�1�

where eix= �0,1 ,0 ,−1 ,0 ,1 ,−1 ,−1,1� and eiy
= �0,0 ,1 ,0 ,−1 ,1 ,1 ,−1 ,−1� are the components of the dis-
crete set of nine microscopic velocities; m
= �� ,e ,� ,�0ux ,qx ,�0uy ,qy , pxx , pxy�T is the macroscopic mo-
ment vector; M is the transformation matrix; S
=diag�0,se ,s� ,0 ,sq ,0 ,sq ,s� ,s�� is a diagonal matrix of re-
laxation factors and meq are the moment equilibrium values,

eeq = − 2�2 − ��� + �0�ux
2 + uy

2� , �2a�

�eq = � + �0�ux
2 + uy

2� , �2b�

qx
eq = − �0ux, �2c�

qy
eq = − �0uy , �2d�

pxx
eq = �0�ux

2 − uy
2� , �2e�

and

pxy
eq = �0uxuy . �2f�

Equilibrium moments are considered in their incompressible
formulation, whereby the density is split in a fixed reference
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value and a fluctuation, �=�0+��, and the u�� and u2��
terms are neglected. A complete description of the MRT
method applied here can be found in the paper by Lallemand
and Luo �15�; and a complete overview of the LB method
and its applications in Refs. �2,16�.

The derivation of the Navier-Stokes system equivalent to
the LB one is made through a Chapman-Enskog expansion
of Eq. �1� in the low-Knudsen-number and low-Mach-
number limit. Macroscopic properties are obtained by inte-
grating the collision function over the microscopic velocity
space. The speed of sound cs is

cs = ��RT =��
p

�
, �3�

where the specific-heat ratio � takes the value of 1 for the
D2Q9 method �15�, and therefore cs

2=1 /3. The transport co-
efficients are related to the relaxation factors, and thus the
shear and bulk viscosity are, respectively,

� =
1

3
� 1

s�

−
1

2
� �4�

and

� =
2 − �

6
� 1

se
−

1

2
� . �5�

III. NS-CBC FOR LATTICE BOLTZMANN

A minimal working scheme of the NS-CBC is formulated
for LB based on the same procedure followed in Ref. �9�.
The goal is to derive nonreflective Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions for both the velocity and the pressure. A nonreflective
Dirichlet pressure condition can be used as the far-field
boundary condition usually to be applied in compressible
fluid-flow simulations, but this is only an approximation to
the far-field behavior. An approach to estimate real far-field
conditions for incompressible fluid flows can be found in the
work by Bönish et al. �17�. The local one-dimensional invis-
cid �LODI� equations expressed in primitive variables U
= �� ,ux ,uy ,E� are solved at the boundary. These are the Euler
equations without the transverse terms; for an open boundary
normal to the x direction these are

��

�t
+ ux

��

�x
+ �

�ux

�x
= 0, �6a�

�ux

�t
+ ux

�ux

�x
+

1

�

�p

�x
= 0, �6b�

�uy

�t
+ ux

�uy

�x
= 0, �6c�

��E

�t
+

��ux��E + p��
�x

= 0. �6d�

It should be noticed that the energy equation is included here
for consistency, but the LB model is athermal; the conse-

quences of this are discussed below. Expressing the LODI
equations in vector form results in

�

�t
U + �x

�

�x
U = 0, �7�

from which the amplitude variations L can be computed as
L=�S �

�xU, S being a matrix of left eigenvectors of �x and �
the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of �x. Therefore, the
LODI relations can be rewritten in compact form as

�

�t
U + S−1L = 0. �8�

The resulting expressions for the amplitude variations are

L = �
L1

L2

L3

L4

	 =�
�ux − cs�� �p

�x
− �cs

�ux

�x
�

ux
�uy

�x

ux�cs
2��

�x
−

�p

�x
�

�ux + cs�� �p

�x
+ �cs

�ux

�x
�	 . �9�

Figure 1 shows the wave amplitude directions in each open
boundary.

Considering the isothermal nature of the LB method used
�the energy equation is suppressed�, and using Eqs. �6� and
�9� the LODI relations can be recast as

��

�t
+

1

2cs
2 �L4 + L1� +

1

cs
2L3 = 0, �10a�

�ux

�t
+

1

2�cs
�L4 − L1� = 0, �10b�

�uy

�t
+ L2 = 0. �10c�

The implementation of NS-CBC in the LB equation follows
the same conceptual steps as for the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions: �i� Physical boundary conditions are imposed, which
implies the selection of boundary conditions for the Euler
equations and for the viscous terms; �ii� the wave amplitude
variations L, Eqs. �9�, are computed; and �iii� the conserva-
tion Eqs. �10� are solved at the boundary using the wave

Inlet Outlet
x

y

L1 (ux-cs)L1 (ux-cs)

L4 (ux+cs)L4 (ux+cs)

L2 (ux)L2 (ux)
L3 (ux)L3 (ux)

FIG. 1. Wave amplitude variations for boundaries located on the
y axis.
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amplitudes previously computed and the viscous boundary
conditions.

In the third step, the adaptation of the algorithm to the LB
equation requires some discussion. As a result of the isother-
mal compressible nature of the LB method, an artificial bulk
viscosity appears which can be modulated with the relax-
ation factor se �15�; but, additionally, the nonconservation of
energy prevents the pressure wave to be completely sup-
pressed at the boundary when the pressure is specified. To
correct this effect we include the characteristic amplitude
related to the energy equation in the continuity LODI equa-
tion �10a�.

Considering Eq. �3�, L3=0 for �=1 �which is the original
value of � in the D2Q9 lattice Boltzmann method�. In nature,
the specific-heat ratio takes values ��1 for the different
gases depending on the degrees of freedom �e.g., �=5 /3 for
monoatomic gases�. As � increases, two different conse-
quences are noteworthy: On the one hand, the bulk viscosity
becomes smaller, and this cannot help suppress, via viscous
dissipation, the excess of energy due to the isothermal char-
acter of the LB representation of the flow; on the other hand,
the energy-related equilibrium moment eeq is modified,
which approximates the scheme towards its lost thermody-
namical consistency. Therefore, a tradeoff between these two
behaviors is desirable. We have found numerically that using
a value of �
1.2 in the boundary condition is the best for
nonreflecting purposes. Thus, we use this specific-heat ratio
�only at the boundary, and not within the fluid domain� to
correct the behavior of the NS-CBC for LB.

IV. CBC IMPLEMENTATION FOR LB

The characteristic boundary conditions �CBC� can be ap-
plied at every boundary �inlets, outlets, walls�, although the
implementation details depend on the boundary type. In gen-
eral, the incoming wave amplitudes need to be modeled
whereas the outgoing ones are computed from the LODI re-
lations, Eq. �10� �see Fig. 1�. We describe here the imple-
mentation for open boundaries parallel to the y axis, with
�q=1 /2 as this is the most common case. In Fig. 2 the no-
menclature applied is shown. For link-type LB boundary
conditions the work by Ginzburg et al. �18� is followed; this
reference can be used also to derive higher-order extension
for the boundary conditions proposed here, or to adapt them
to arbitrary geometries. For the Euler equations solved at the
boundary the spatial derivatives are computed in the x direc-
tion instead of along the links. This avoids problems when
dealing with corners. In the following, the implementation of
the outflow far-field pressure condition �approximated by the

nonreflecting Dirichlet-condition for pressure� and of the in-
flow nonreflecting Dirichlet condition for velocity are de-
tailed.

A. Outlet

For a perpendicular outlet with �q=1 /2 where the refer-
ence pressure is fixed pb= p�xb�, the pressure antibounce-
back �PAB-p� boundary condition can be applied �18�,

f 	̄�x f,t + 1� = − f̃	�x f,t� + 2f	
eq+�xb, t̂�

+ �2 − s���f	
+�x f,t� − f	

eq+�x f,t�� , �11�

where f̃	 are the post-collision distribution functions, and 	̄
is the opposite direction to 	. In Eq. �11� the first term is the
antibounce back, the second term is for the Dirichlet pressure
setting, and the last one is a correction to eliminate second-
order error terms. The symmetric equilibrium distribution
functions f	

eq+ are computed as

f	
eq+ = 
	� + 9

2
	�0��e	 · u�2 − 1
3 �u · u�� . �12�

When f	
eq+ are used for the error correction term at �x f , t�,

values are stored during the collision step to be used during
boundary-condition implementation at post-collision step.
The same stands for the symmetric distribution functions

f	
+ = 1

2 �f	 + f 	̄� . �13�

To impose the Dirichlet pressure condition, f	
eq+ at �xb , t̂�

must be computed using the desired �b= pbcs
−2 and the actual

velocity values, which are approximated as

u�xb, t̂� 
 u�xb−1,t� + 1
2 �u�xb−1,t� − u�xb−2,t�� . �14�

The time t̂ is a notional intermediate time for the conditions
to be set at time t. For PAB t̂= t+1 /2. It must be noticed that
Eq. �11� is strictly valid for the two-relaxation time model
�s�=se=s�� and for incompressible fluid flows. For the MRT
collision operator, the correction term is computed by pro-
jecting �f	

+ − f	
eq+� on the symmetric eigenvectors and then

multipliying each momentum by its respective eigenvalue.
To introduce the CBC in the PAB scheme, alternative val-

ues must be computed at �xb , t̂� for � and u according to the
LODI relations. The values for density �pressure� and veloc-
ity computed using LODI relations are enclosed in angular
brackets ���� and �ui��, and the boundary condition is de-
noted as PAB-CBC. We proceed first by computing the out-
going wave amplitudes �L2, L3, and L4� from Eq. �9�. A
second-order backward stencil is used for the unknown spa-
tial derivatives,

��

�x
�xb, t̂ − 1� 


1

3
�8��xb, t̂ − 1� − 9��xb−1, t̂ − 1�

+ ��xb−2, t̂ − 1�� . �15�

The incoming amplitude L1 is approached by the means of a
linear relaxation model

L1�xb, t̂ − 1� = k1��p�xb, t̂ − 1�� − pb� , �16�

where

FIG. 2. The open boundary cuts the link between x f and xw at
�q. For the Euler equations, the values on the x axis are considered,
xb, xb−1, xb−2.
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k1 = �1�1 − Ma2�
cs

L
, �17�

being L the length between inlet and outlet. A value of �1
=0 means that no information is coming into the domain;
however, this does not allow us to properly impose the ref-
erence pressure. To eliminate the pressure reflection and, at
the same time, fix the reference pressure, �1 should be in the
range 0.58�1� �19�. Consequently, the boundary condi-
tion becomes partially reflective.

To explicitly solve the LODI relations at xb, Eqs. �10�, a
first-order time-derivative stencil is applied,

���t̂�� 
 ���t̂ − 1�� −
�t

2cs
2 �L4�t̂ − 1� + L1�t̂ − 1�� −

1

cs
2L3�t̂ − 1� ,

�18a�

�ux�t̂�� 
 �ux�t̂ − 1�� −
�t

2�cs
�L4�t̂ − 1� − L1�t̂ − 1�� ,

�18b�

�uy�t̂�� 
 �uy�t̂ − 1�� − �tL2�t̂ − 1� . �18c�

B. Inlet

For an inlet where a velocity ub is imposed, the velocity
bounce-back boundary �UBB-�0u0� condition can be applied
�20�,

f 	̄�x f,t + 1� = f̃	�x f,t� − 2f	
eq−�xb, t̂� . �19�

For this condition no error-correction term is needed. The
antisymmetric equilibrium function is computed as

f	
eq− = 3
	�0�e	 · u� , �20�

where u is the prescribed value at �xb , t̂�, with t̂= t+1 /2.
To incorporate the CBC into the UBB scheme �UBB-

CBC� the outgoing wave amplitude L1 is computed from Eq.
�9� using second-order forward spatial derivatives,

��

�x
�xb, t̂ − 1� 


1

3
�− 8��xb, t̂ − 1� + 9��xb−1, t̂ − 1�

− ��xb−2, t̂ − 1�� . �21�

The incoming wave amplitudes �L2, L3, and L4� are ap-
proached using linear relaxation models as for the outlet,

Li�xb, t̂ − 1� = ki��u�xb, t̂ − 1�� − ub�, i = 2,3,4, �22�

where ki can be computed as in Eq. �17�, and the ensuing
discussion about �i also holds.

V. TEST CASES FOR CBC

Three cases are presented to test the different desirable
properties of open boundary conditions. A one-dimensional
pressure wave is simulated to check the difference between
usual reflective boundary conditions �UBB-�0u0 for inlets

and PAB-p for outlets� and nonreflective ones �UBB-CBC
and PAB-CBC with ki=0�; a laminar two-dimensional chan-
nel is used to quantify the mass balance within the domain
due to the application of different boundary conditions; and
the unsteady laminar two-dimensional flow around a square
cylinder is used to evaluate the benefit of using CBC in
realistic geometries. For simplicity, in the following we use
UBB-PAB to refer to the boundary condition using
UBB-�0u0 for inlets and PAB-p for outlets, and CBC to refer
to the boundary condition using UBB-CBC for inlets and
PAB-CBC for outlets.

A. One-dimensional wave

A two-dimensional one-directional flow in which a pres-
sure perturbation is introduced at t=0 is simulated. The
boundary conditions used are at the inlet, a uniform velocity
ux=u0 is imposed; at the outlet, a reference density, p0
=cs

2�0=1 /3 is fixed; and the upper and lower boundaries
have periodic boundary conditions. The flow is characterized
by a Mach number Ma=0.1 and a Reynolds number Re
=1.732 based on the lattice space unit. The domain length in
lattice units is Nx=2500 �Ny =10�. As initial conditions, a
uniform velocity field of ux=u0 and a Gaussian pressure
pulse in the middle of the domain are imposed,

p = p0 + �pmax − p0�exp�− �X − X0�2

2�2 � , �23�

with the values selected for the free parameters being pmax
=�maxcs

2=1.1cs
2, X0=0.5, and �=50. The velocity distribution

functions are initially computed from their equilibrium dis-
tribution functions.

The variables used to report the results are a dimension-
less time T= t�cs /Nx�, and a dimensionless coordinate X
=x /Nx. All the simulations presented use the following relax-
ation factors: s� takes the value dictated by the resolution and
the Reynolds and Mach numbers; se=s�=s� unless otherwise
specified below; and sq=8�2−s�� / �8−s�� according to the
relation stated in �18� �with �eo=3 /16� to reduce the error at
the boundaries. For inlets and outlets we apply equilibrium
boundary conditions to recover first-order accuracy, and
UBB at inlets and PAB at outlets to obtain second-order
boundary conditions. For CBC we use ki=0 and �=1 unless
some other value is specified.

To show the behavior of the proposed boundary condition
and to assess the gain obtained, we plot in Fig. 3 the tempo-
ral evolution of the initial pressure peak for different inlet-
outlet boundary conditions. For all cases the peak splits as
expected into two different pressure waves which travel at
u0+cs and u0−cs, respectively.

For the equilibrium boundary condition, these pressure
waves are completely reflected at the boundaries, changing
their phase when they reach the fixed-pressure boundary con-
dition. When adding the viscous correction at boundaries
�UBB and PAB boundary conditions�, the degree of reflec-
tion may become even greater. The use of CBC partially
suppresses the reflection at inlet and outlet; and when the
�-modified CBC is applied, the performance of the scheme is
further improved.
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To quantify the performance of the boundary conditions,
the degree of reflection r is defined as

r =
L+
L−

, �24�

where L+ is the incoming wave amplitude and L− is the out-
going one.

The influence of se through the bulk viscosity Eq. �5� can
be used to reduce the reflection ratio. The smallest reflection
is found numerically to occur when se
1 /s�, Fig. 4. Results
show that r is almost independent of the reference velocity
and of the maximum value of the pressure peak; and the
influence of se is noticed mainly at inlets.

The best-performing value of � has been selected by car-
rying out several numerical tests �see Fig. 5�, resulting in an
optimal value in the range 1.0�1.3, which turns out to
be slightly dependent on the viscous relaxation factor, on the
reference velocity, and also on the amplitude of the pressure
wave arriving at the boundary. There is no influence of � at
the inlet as it does not appear in the definition of the bound-
ary.

From the test case presented, we can conclude that the use
of CBC in athermal lattice Boltzmann methods can reduce
the reflection up to r=5%; and this reflection can be further
reduced up to r=1% using the �-modified CBC.
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FIG. 3. Spatial-temporal evolution of the pressure. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions applied are �a� first order; �b� inlet, UBB;
outlet, PAB; �c� CBC with �=1.0 and se=s�; and �d� CBC with �=1.2 and se=0.65.
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B. Laminar channel

A two-dimensional laminar channel with a parabolic ve-
locity profile at the inlet and a reference pressure at the outlet
is simulated to evaluate the mass imbalance in the fluid do-
main when the CBC is applied. The channel dimensions are
Nx=520�x and Ny =160�x, and is simulated at Re=800 and
Ma=0.087. The domain is initializated with u=0.0, �0=1.0
and using equilibrium distribution functions. To evaluate the
mass imbalance, the temporal evolution of three quantities is
reported in Fig. 6: The total mass leaving the domain at the
outlet as the sum of the outgoing distribution functions; the
total mass coming into the domain at the inlet; and the total
amount of mass in the entire fluid domain. The incoming and
outgoing mass fluxes are normalized with the incoming mass
flow through the inlet at T=0; and the total mass in the
domain is normalized with its value at T=0. The temporal
coordinate is defined as T= t�cs /Nx�. The optimal values for
� and se found above are used when the CBC is applied.

Three different boundary-condition sets have been com-
pared in Fig. 6: �i� Nonreflecting CBC with ki=0, which is
not able to properly fix the reference values and, conse-
quently, the mass in the domain progressively increases with-
out bounds until the simulation fails; �ii� the partially reflect-
ing CBC with the value for ki derived from the lower limit of
Eq. �17�, which is the only set of boundary conditions which
is able to suppress pressure reflections and preserve mass,
providing a faster convergence; and �iii� the Dirichlet veloc-
ity and pressure boundary conditions UBB and PAB, respec-
tively, which generate an oscillation around the reference
value of the total mass within the domain due to pressure
wave reflection.

C. Vortex shedding

The two-dimensional unsteady flow around a confined
square cylinder at Re=100 and Ma=0.087 is simulated to
evaluate the behavior of the CBC versus the UBB-PAB in
more complex configurations. The domain dimensions are
Nx=26Ns and Ny =8Ns, with Ns=20 being the number of
nodes which discretize the side of the square. The square is
deliberately placed far from the inlet to avoid any interac-
tion, and close to the outlet to analyze the effect of the inter-
action between the vortices generated in the wake of the
cylinder and the outlet. The distance between the down-
stream face of the square and the outlet is 13.5Ns, which is
much less than 40Ns as usually applied to avoid the interac-
tion.

Two remarks can be made from the comparison between
CBC and UBB-PAB in this test case. The first and main
point is that the interaction of the vortices with the outlet
results in the reflection to pressure waves which deteriorate
the solution: See, for example, the shape of the time evolu-
tion of Cd at the periodic steady state in Fig. 7. The pressure-
wave reflection between inlet and outlet affects the pressure
pattern in the flow. It can be observed in Fig. 8 that when a
vortex is shed from the cylinder the pressure is higher behind
the cylinder when UBB-PAB is applied; additionally, un-
physical pressure patterns appear, generating high-pressure
and low-pressure zones near walls. The undesired influence
of this interaction can be supported also by the peak which
appears in the Fourier transform of the Cd signal at frequen-
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cies different from the one related to the vortex shedding,
Fig. 9.

The second remark concerns the greater amplitude of Cd
when UBB-PAB conditions are used, Fig. 7. This is caused
by �numerical� resonance appearing as the vortex shedding
frequency corresponds to a natural mode of the domain �6�.
The increased amplitude appears as a higher peak for the
vortex shedding frequency in Fig. 9.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A second-order �for �q=1 /2� highly nonreflective bound-
ary condition for athermal LB methods, which does not need
additional absorbing layers nor extended domains, is pre-
sented; and a detailed description of the implementation is
provided for Dirichlet velocity and pressure conditions. The
proposed boundary condition is expected to be useful not
only for the direct simulation of the acoustic field, but also

for many laminar and turbulent simulations in which pres-
sure waves interact with boundaries.

For the development of the new characteristic boundary
conditions we suggest that the best choice of primitive vari-
ables is U= �� ,ux ,uy�. The approach presented here can be
improved in several ways from the point of view of the Euler
characteristics �e.g., �21��. Possible improvements of the
implementation in lattice Boltzmann methods include the
following: The projection of the Euler characteristic treat-
ment onto the equilibrium moments to express this boundary
condition in the LB variables f �e.g., as a correction term for
UBB or PAB�; the extension, following �18�, of the CBC to
higher order and to arbitrary geometries �i.e., arbitrary �q
values�; and the application of advanced LB methods �11� to
introduce the energy-acoustic effects in a consistent way.
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FIG. 9. Fast Fourier transform of the Cd signal for the periodic
flow using both sets of boundary conditions of Fig. 7.

FIG. 8. Pressure isocontours �in lattice units, l.u.� at the same
time step �t=95 200�t� for two sets of open boundaries: UBB-PAB
�above� and optimal CBC �below�.
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